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A language which is not regular

Consider the set of words over Σ = {a, b} which have an equal number
of as and bs.

Example words:

A DFA for this language:



A very useful lemma: the pumping lemma

Theorem
Let L be an infinite regular language. Then there are strings x, y and z
such that y 6= λ and xynz ∈ L for each n ≥ 0.

Let’s try this on a simple language L = {akbk} (which is a subset of the
language we saw earlier).



Context-free grammars: Examples

What about the set of words L = {akbk}?



Classifying the previous non-regular language

Consider the set of words over Σ = {a, b} which have an equal number
of as and bs.



Context-free grammars: Examples

(a|b|cc)∗(da|bd)∗



Context-free grammars: Usage

We can use the context-free grammar to create the words.



Context-free grammars: Final notes

Why context-free?

Does it ever reject a word?



A stack

A stack is a structure which has two operations:

I push(e) – place an element on the top of the stack

I pop() – get (and remove) the top element from the stack



Adding a stack to a DFA

What happens if we can remember something, other than just the name
of the state?

For example, we change our transitions from just “read the symbol” to
also “push” or “pop”.



Picture of language hierarchy

Notice that if we don’t use the stack, we have just a “normal” DFA.

It also turns out that each context-free grammar can be recognized by a
DFA+stack.

Which means we have the following picture:



Adding a tape

Instead of a stack (which is restricted), why don’t we add something
which is less restricted?

A tape is something which I can:

I read the current cell

I write the current cell

I move left

I move right

Our transitions change now to:

I input symbol (on the tape)

I which direction to move (L, R, -)

I what symbol to write on the tape (if any)



Turing Machine

A DFA+tape is known as a Turing machine, which is named after Alan
Turing (1912-1954).

The power of a Turing machine is:

Every computer you have ever bought and (likely) every
computer you will ever buy is a Turing machine.

Your computer has:

RAM

CPU



What can computers compute?
I Read a number and determine if it is even

I Read a sequence of characters and determine the numbers of “a”s

I Read a number and determine if it is prime

I Read a description of a Turing machine and simulate the Turing
machine on input



A small example



An interesting example



Some final remarks

I The previous two examples are examples of the “Busy Beaver”
problem devised by Tibor Tado in 1962.

I What is the largest number of 1’s that can be written on tape
containing 0, if the tape symbols are only 0 and 1.

I The previous 5 state example generates 4098 1s, but takes a total of

47,176,870

steps to do so

I Turing’s idea of a computer is:
I before any electrical computer
I entirely mathematical
I captures the functionality of any computer
I an altering factor in the outcome of WWII

I A still unsolved problem is “Are Turing Machines with a
deterministic control as powerful as Turing machines with a
non-deterministic control?”

P vs. NP



Examples










